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A new method for fragment and scaffold replacement is presented that generates new families of compounds with biological activity, using GRID molecular interaction fields (MIFs) and the crystal structure of the targets. In contrast to virtual screening strategies, this methodology aims only to replace a fragment of the original molecule, maintaining the other structural elements that are known or suspected to have a critical role in ligand binding. First, we report a validation of the method, recovering up to 95% of the original fragments searched among the top-five proposed solutions, using 164 fragment queries from 11 diverse targets. Second, six key customizable parameters are investigated, concluding that filtering the receptor MIF using the co-crystalized ligand atom type has the greatest impact on the ranking of the proposed solutions. Finally, 11 examples using more realistic scenarios have been performed; diverse chemotypes are returned, including some that are similar to compounds that are known to bind to similar targets.

Introduction

Medicinal chemistry is one of the key disciplines in the small-molecule drug discovery process, and has suffered several paradigm changes over the years. Recently, most drug discovery projects start with a high-throughput screening (HTS) campaign followed by a lead-generation step and then a lead-optimization process before one or more promising compounds with the desired pharmacodynamic, pharmacokinetic, and toxicological profiles (and free from external intellectual property restrictions) are selected for the first application in humans. Most of the chemical resources are devoted to the optimization phase, synthesizing a large number of compounds in sufficient quantity and purity to be tested in various in vitro assays or in the lead-generation phase to evaluate (through SAR analysis, re-synthesis, scaffold modification, etc.) the potential hits obtained from the HTS. During the lead-generation phase a compound family is selected to be optimized, and therefore the selection of an appropriate scaffold during this step is a crucial point to continue the discovery process.

To aid lead generation, an increasing number of virtual screening (VS) experiments are performed on in-house, commercially available, or virtual libraries of compounds. Compounds passing primary filters (such as Lipinski’s rule of five) can be virtually screened, decreasing the number of compounds to test experimentally and providing novel chemotypes, with less cost than a full HTS campaign. Although in principle VS procedures can decrease the number of compounds to test, HTS campaigns are still performed on in-house compound collections to ensure that no active compounds are overlooked. VS experiments performed on commercial datasets provide compounds that are generally available; hence a further derivatization is needed to obtain intellectual property and to improve the overall properties of the potential new candidate drugs. Finally, using VS on virtual libraries of compounds has the advantage that a greater number of compounds are available, however there may be problems with synthetic accessibility.

There is currently a wide variety of VS methods available, using 2D[4–6] or 3D[7–10] representations of the compounds. Ligand-based approaches use one or more structures of known active compounds as templates; structure-based approaches use the structure of the protein[11] along with various scoring algorithms to select and rank the compounds. In each case, the basic procedure is a three-step process: 1) compound preparation: preparation of the virtual compound library and their descriptors, which can be from different sources (in-house, commercial, or virtual[14]); 2) query preparation: prepared from one structure, an ensemble of structures, or a protein; and 3) scoring: using similarity analysis[15] or scoring functions[16,17] which are then used to rank the compounds in the database. Each variety of VS procedure yields a set of molecules to test, purchase, or synthesize, thus providing various starting points to evaluate. This has a limited impact in the lead-optimization phase, in which the compound family has already been selected and characterized.
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In addition to these procedures that "jump" from one or more template molecules to new structures, there are other methods that aim to substitute one fragment of the molecule, leaving the rest of the molecule as it is in the original template. These methods follow the same three steps described above for virtual screening: 1) compound or fragment preparation, 2) query preparation, and 3) scoring and ranking the possible solutions. This methodology may be called scaffold hopping, fragment hopping, or in the case of using chemical reactants in the initial database, reagent selection. When it is called scaffold hopping it might be confused with the VS procedures.

In the case of a fragment substitution using the bioisosterism paradigm, one of the key factors to consider is the synthetic feasibility of the suggested fragment replacement. Therefore, any such method needs an accurate definition of the query fragment and the solutions must include information about how they can be joined together. Although with this method reagents can come from in-house or chemical providers, it is intrinsically virtual, as the final compound, built from the suggested fragments and the other parts of the original molecule, usually has no guarantee of synthetic success.

As mentioned above, VS methods (either whole-molecule or fragment-based) can be ligand based (starting from the structure of a template ligand) or structure based (starting from a target binding cavity). This work is focused on the latter alternative, introducing a fragment-hopping method that starts from the structure of the target binding site (protein-based SHOP). In addition, this method can integrate synthetic feasibility considerations and can also be linked to ADME prediction tools. Herein we start with a detailed description of the method and then present the results of some validation procedures, the first of which was performed on 11 diverse targets by analyzing the recovery of the known crystallographic fragments from an ad hoc generated database. Moreover, some practical cases are analyzed using an alternative database that includes our approach to address synthetic feasibility.

Materials and Methods

All of the computations were performed with a dual Xeon 3.0 GHz machine running a Linux operating system. All scripts were written in Perl programming language and can be accessed at http://www.leadmolecular.com.

The methodology to perform a SHOP scaffold-hopping search is straightforward (Figure 1). First, a database with the potential solution fragments is built to use in subsequent searches. Second, a query is prepared to search the database. In the case of a structure-based query, a ligand–receptor complex is required. Once the user has selected the database and the query fragment to be replaced in the ligand from the receptor–ligand complex, a 3D similarity analysis comparing the query and the fragments in the database is performed. In this way all of the fragments in the database are scored and sorted from the most to least similar. These sorted solution fragments are aligned with the original and placed in the protein cavity to check for steric clashes. If there are no collisions with the protein atoms (with a certain customizable tolerance), the fragment is presented for user analysis. When the user selects fragments of interest, the entire ligand is rebuilt and optimized in the protein cavity. The result from this optimization process is a comparative analysis of the energy of interaction as computed by the GRID program for each amino acid present in the cavity.

SHOP database

The database contains all of the solution fragments with specified attachment atoms (anchor points) and must be built before starting the procedure. The fragments can be obtained from different sources; crystal structures of ligands, ad hoc designed fragments selected taking into account their synthetic feasibility, datasets of fragments already published, or even sets of heterocycles collected from described organic synthesis. In the first case the results from the search might be less interesting from the point of view of intellectual property, and therefore the crystal-structure-derived database is used for the purposes of validation. The program SHOP can import the fragments in standard 2D formats and carry out the 2D-to-3D conversion and conformational analysis. The program can also determine the ionization state of the fragments during this step. The structures are encoded into a vector of suitable descriptors containing the following four blocks.

SHOP-geom

Two sets of descriptors are computed based on the distance between the anchor points in one case and the dihedral angle between the vector formed by the anchor point and the atom bonded to it in the fragment in the second.

SHOP-GRID

GRID Molecular Interaction Fields (MiFs) are computed around the fragment under analysis and are used to derive distance-based descriptors. The GIRD fields are computed using five
different probes that simulate the behavior of small chemical
groups around the fragment under analysis. The probes used
are: DRY, which describes the hydrophobic interaction; N1
(amide nitrogen probe with one hydrogen atom attached to it,
the H-bond donor), which describes the hydrogen bond ac-
ceptor capabilities of the fragment; O (carbonyl oxygen probe
with two lone pairs, H-bond acceptor), which describes the hy-
drogen bond donor capabilities of the fragment; N3+
(charged amine nitrogen probe, positive and H-bond donor),
which describes the hydrogen bond acceptor capabilities and
the electrostatic interaction with a negative charge of the frag-
ment; and O− (charged oxygen probe, negative and H-bond
acceptor), which describes the hydrogen bond donor capabili-
ties and the electrostatic interaction with a positive charge of
the fragment. The GRID computation is performed using all of
the default parameters, but the number of planes (NPLA) per
Ångstrom is set to 2 (grid spacing of 0.5 Å). The molecular in-
teraction points which typically represent more than 10,000
grid points are then simplified by selecting the most relevant
points. The anchor point is converted into a “hydrogen” atom
prior to the MIF computation, and because the filter option
has been set to “on” the MIF points coming from these “hydro-
gen” atoms are removed from the analysis. Finally, a vector for
each anchor point and the selected points for each MIF is ob-
tained by using the energy computed with the probe under
analysis at the grid point and the distance between the anchor
and the grid point position.[27]

SHOP-shape

The positive energy MIF points computed with the N1 probe
are used to describe the shape of the fragment under analysis.
A vector is defined considering the frequency of the distance
between anchor point and the selected positive MIF points.[18]

SHOP-finger

For this descriptor set the atoms in the fragment are classified
as hydrophobic, hydrogen bond donor, hydrogen bond ac-
ceptor, formally positively charged, and formally negatively
charged following the same scheme reported in the MetaSite
procedure.[28] Next, a vector for each anchor point and atom
type classification is obtained by using the distance between
the anchor atom and the different atom positions. Each of the
distances is represented by using a Gaussian around the dis-
tance, with an alpha factor of 0.5.

In this way a fragment with one anchor point is represented
in the SHOP database by 11 vectors: one for the shape analy-
sis, five (one for each probe) for the GRID-derived description,
and another five (one for each atom type analyzed) for the
atom-type-derived description. A fragment with two anchor
points is represented in the SHOP database by 24 vectors: one
for the distance between the anchor points, one for the dihe-
dreral angle, two for the shape analysis (one per anchor point),
ten for the GRID-derived description (five for each anchor
point), and ten (five for each anchor point) for the atom-type-
derived description. Finally, a fragment with three anchor
points is represented in the database by 35 vectors: one for
the distance between the anchor points, one for the dihedral
angle, three for the shape analysis (one per anchor point), 15
for the GRID-derived description (five for each anchor point),
and 15 (five for each anchor point) for the atom-type-derived
description.

Query description

Although SHOP can be used to perform ligand-based search-
ing, only structure-based searching is described herein. In this
case the query is defined from a protein–ligand complex, in
which the fragment of the ligand to be substituted can be se-
lected by manually selecting the anchor points. Once the frag-
ment has been selected in the ligand, it is removed from the
ligand–receptor complex, and a GRID computation in the pro-
tein cavity is performed by using the same five probes de-
scribed in the database building process (DRY, N1, O, N3+, and
O−) (Figure 2). The most relevant grid points are selected
using predefined field threshold values for each probe, and
their positions are encoded in a vector describing the distance
between every MIF point and the anchor atoms. At the end,
five vectors are obtained (one for every probe). Such points
represent the position where a ligand atom of the same kind
of the probe used would produce a favorable interaction.
Therefore these vectors match precisely the fourth block of
fragment descriptors (SHOP-finger) described above: a frag-

Figure 2. Encoding of the molecular interaction fields (MIFs).
ment with a perfect match is likely to place every atom in a favorable position. There are four parameters that can be modified during this process:

**Protein filtering (PF)**
This option controls which protein atoms are to be used in the GRID computation. Depending on the filtering level selected, no atom is deleted (none) from the protein prior to the MIF computation, or the atoms in the protein can be filtered to remove HETATM records (e.g. water molecules and counterions) (auto). Each of these two levels has been used in this analysis.

**Grid clearance**
This parameter controls the definition of the grid box used in the MIF computation. The box is defined as the maximum and minimum coordinates of the fragment to be replaced; the box is then enlarged in each dimension by the defined parameter. In this study this parameter has been set to 2 Å in all searches done.

**Cut out**
This parameter controls the grid points that are to be submitted to the MIF point selection algorithm. By definition the grid box is a regular parallelepiped, but typically the corners of this box are not interesting for the analysis, as the ligand does not interact with those regions of the receptor. This parameter removes those MIF points that are distant from the fragment under consideration. In this study this parameter has been set to 1.5 Å in all the searches done (i.e. any MIF point that is >1.5 Å from the fragment is eliminated from the analysis).

**Ligand filtering (LF)**
When applied, the MIF points are compared with the closest ligand atom. If the MIF point matches the ligand atom type in terms of hydrophobicity and H-bond donor and acceptor character, they are kept, otherwise they are discarded. In this analysis the searches were carried out both with and without ligand filtering. The effects of protein filtering (PF) and ligand filtering (LF) are analyzed exhaustively in this study.

**Database search**
Once the database is generated and the query has been defined, the search procedure can start. This process has three steps (Figure 3):

1. All of the fragments in the database with the same number of anchor points are sorted by a similarity analysis against the query description. A Pearson similarity index is used to compare the vectors describing the query with those describing the fragments in the database. The SHOP-geom descriptors of the query are compared with the same type of descriptors in the database. The MIF-derived descriptors for the query are compared with the SHOP-finger descriptors in the database. In this comparison the descriptors for the hydrophobic interaction field for the query are compared with the hydrophobic atoms of the database fragments; the O, N1, N3+, and O– probe-derived descriptors in the query are compared with the hydrogen bond acceptor, donor, positive, and negative atoms in the database fragments, respectively. Also, the atom-type fingerprint descriptors for the query are compared with the SHOP-GRID descriptors of the fragments in the database. As in the case of the MIF-derived descriptors, the complementarities on the interaction partners are considered. It is possible to control the influence of the different vector types in the ranking of the fragments. In this validation study, the influence of the charge descriptors and the atom-based fingerprint description of the query are evaluated.

2. The fragments have been scored and sorted; they are aligned to the original query in the protein cavity in order to evaluate their shape complementarity. In this process

---

**Figure 3.** Search procedure: 1) ranking of solutions from the SHOP database, 2) placing the resulting scaffolds in the binding site, and 3) interaction energy computation.
there are three possible parameters that control the alignment procedure:

**Tolerance:** When the compound is placed in the cavity, a certain tolerance for the distance between the atoms of the fragment and the protein is allowed. The default value used in this study is 0.8 times the sum of the van der Waals radius of the atoms under consideration.

**Field penalty:** When placing the fragment in the cavity it is possible to analyze the complementarities of the atom types of the fragment with the GRID-computed field of the protein. If a field is unoccupied or a ligand atom type does not match a corresponding field, then the penalty is applied to the resulting atom-MIF complementarity score. In this analysis, this option was either not used, or set to 0.1. The greater the field penalty value, the more it influences the atom-MIF complementarity score and consequently the alignment.

**Ligand volume:** This parameter has two states: in the ‘off’ mode it is not used for the alignment of the compound in the protein cavity, while in the ‘on’ mode the fragment must not only fit in the protein cavity, but also within a volume envelope of the query fragment with a certain defined tolerance. The lower the value, the more restrictive the search. In this analysis we have used both the ‘off’ state and the ‘on’ with a value of 2.5 Å.

3. Optimization of the compound in the protein cavity. The best fragments that can fit in the protein cavity are submitted to a further structural refinement. In this procedure the fragments of the original ligand that were not defined as part of the query are joined to the selected solution fragment, building a complete molecule which is then minimized within the protein cavity using our own implementation of the MM3 force field. In the minimization process any amino acid that has any atom closer than 8 Å to any atom of the original ligand is considered. Moreover, the amino acids are kept fixed during the optimization process. The minimization process is used to compute the energy of interaction of the new suggested compound with the amino acids on the cavity, and it is not used to re-rank or re-prioritize the selected fragments.

Validation, parameter analysis, and fragment hopping

To optimize each of the searches, an analysis of the various factors affecting each of the studies was performed, with three important questions in mind. First, given a number of protein–ligand complexes, can the method return known ligand fragments from a pool of decoys? Second, which of the parameters influences the method most? Finally, and crucially, can the method find relevant fragments that are interesting from a medicinal chemistry perspective?

To answer these questions, 164 fragment queries from 11 targets were evaluated after automatic definition using an ad hoc developed script. The fragments were elected to represent part of the ligands that undergo key interactions with the protein as well as those parts that may not be so relevant for the ligand–protein interaction. These fragments were already present in the SHOP database generated from the PDBbind validation database described below. SHOP searches were performed using these queries, which consisted of one, two, or three anchor point searches, and considering six factors at two levels each, yielding 64 searches for each fragment query (Table 1). A total of 10,496 searches were performed; the quality of each search was measured using the position of the fragment query in the 100 top-ranking solutions from the database (i.e. the query finding itself in the solutions). Notably, in this method the similarity of the fragments to the interaction in the protein cavity is used to rank the compounds in the database. Therefore, the validation of the method is not by an enrichment of the database but the capture of the fragment that is known (from crystal structure information) that can interact well with the cavity under analysis. Finally, a subset of these fragment queries were used to search different databases to provide an idea of the solutions returned in a more realistic scenario.

**Datasets**

**Database fragments**

**Validation database:** The SHOP database used in the evaluation analysis was generated from the PDBbind dataset. The ligands from the entire set in mol2 format were treated to create the SHOP fragment database. Because the compounds were already in 3D conformation, no additional optimization was performed on these compounds. Several steps were followed to prepare fragments from the compounds:

- A script was developed to cut each of the acyclic single bonds in each molecule, yielding two different fragments from each bond.
- Duplicate topological fragments were removed.
- Fragments with more than 50 and fewer than four heavy atoms were removed from this analysis.
- This process was performed in three cycles. In the first cycle, fragments with one attachment point were obtained (7455 fragments with one anchor point). In the second cycle the fragments obtained in step 1 were subsequently cut to generate fragments with two anchor points (19286 fragments with two anchor points); these, in turn, were followed to generate the three-anchor-point fragments (32442 fragments with three anchor points).
The fragments were submitted to a SHOP database computation as described above.

**Combinatorial chemistry database**: One way to introduce synthetic feasibility into a SHOP database is to incorporate fragments that have been used in combinatorial chemistry. This was done by extracting 2D structures from combinatorial chemistry reviews. These structures were converted to 3D and a conformational analysis was performed. The resulting fragments were then submitted to a SHOP database computation.

**Heterocycle database**: This database was built to introduce different heterocycles that can mimic the interaction of several chemical features in the protein binding site. In this case, no synthetic feasibility is considered; only the bioisosteric properties of the fragments are considered. The heterocycles with different substitution patterns were imported in 2D, then converted to 3D with conformational analysis. The fragments were then submitted to a SHOP calculation. The database is available from [http://www.leadmolecular.com](http://www.leadmolecular.com).

**Commercial database**: The database was built considering commercial building blocks ([http://www.specs.com](http://www.specs.com)) and using methodology already published by the SHOP virtual reaction utility. ([18])

### Query fragments

To analyze the quality of the strategy proposed in this study with different parameters, 164 queries were carried out, starting from the structure of 11 different ligand–receptor complexes extracted from PDBbind. The proteins were chosen among the structures with better resolution, trying to cover a wide number of protein/enzyme classes (Table 2). ([31–41]) The proteins were selected from the PDBbind dataset to cover various protein functions with a diverse set of ligands that have a wide range in affinity for, or inhibition of the target. From this collection of 164 queries, 91 fragment queries were used with one anchor point, 55 used two anchor points, and 18 used three anchor points.

During the validation process it was ensured that the query fragments were present in the database. For this study we carried out queries for the 164 fragments from the 11 different targets with one, two, or three anchor points and considering six factors at two levels each, yielding 64 searches for each fragment query (Table 2). Therefore a total of 10496 searches were performed. The quality of every search was quantified by noting the position of the fragment query in the first 100 first results.

### Results and Discussion

The bioisosteric fragment replacement method SHOP, already described for the ligand-based approach, ([18]) has been extended to operate starting from the structure of a ligand–receptor complex. Unlike the original SHOP method, the search is based on the complementarity between the fragment and the MIF computed in the binding site. The fragments are first ranked by using a similarity index, then they are aligned inside the protein cavity to check for shape complementarity before rebuilding the original ligand with the query replaced by the new fragment and optimizing the whole ligand in the target environment.

In this way the method is able to generate new potentially active compounds and can incorporate synthetic feasibility. The methodology was validated with a set of 164 fragments obtained from 11 diverse targets and a database built from a collection of ligands with known ligand–receptor complexes (PDBbind). A study was performed in order to evaluate the impact of the various parameters in the outcome of the search using the same database. Finally, one fragment for each target was used as a query in a more real scenario using databases that consider the potential synthetic feasibility of the compounds (see Materials and Methods above for a detailed description).

### Methodology validation

#### Prediction quality assessment

To validate the structure-based fragment hopping, the recovery of the query fragments that were included in the SHOP database was analyzed by using the initial search results prior to any cavity optimization. The results for the best-ranking position for each query fragment across all search conditions is shown in Figure 4. More than 40% of the single-anchor-point fragments are recovered in the top five rank positions, whereas for two and three anchor points the results are around 90%. The effect of the number of anchor points is easily explained by the fact that there are more descriptor vectors for the three-anchor search than for the two-anchor search, and the fewest of all for the one-anchor search. Nevertheless, the one-anchor-point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target name</th>
<th>PDB code</th>
<th>$K_i$ (μM)</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>#Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thrombin</strong></td>
<td>1SL3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>11 20 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AmPC - β-lactamase</strong></td>
<td>1XGU</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>6 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>p38</strong></td>
<td>2BAJ</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>11 3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cAMP-Dependent protein kinase</strong></td>
<td>1RE8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>13 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[β-Tryptsin</strong></td>
<td>1O2Q</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5 9 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HV-1 protease</strong></td>
<td>2KDO</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estrogen receptor</strong></td>
<td>2AYR</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>11 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tyrosine protein kinase</strong></td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>6 6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor Xa</strong></td>
<td>1MQS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>13 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acetylcholinesterase</strong></td>
<td>1E66</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purine nucleoside phosphorylase</strong></td>
<td>1BBO</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6 5 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] $K_i$ values; the 2D structures of the fragments to be substituted are given in the Supporting Information.

---

**Table 2. Query proteins used in the SHOP validation analysis.**
fragments are recovered up to 80% when the first 100 solutions are considered.

Analysis of the various factors

To analyze the effect of the various search parameters in the ranking position of the query fragments present in the SHOP database, a factorial design analysis was performed. In this investigation the main effects and the combination effects are studied (Figure 5). Ligand filtering (LF) is the factor that has the greatest contribution in the average effect analysis of all query fragments as well as for the analysis per query or even per target. Including the charge descriptors (CD) in the similarity analysis has a negative contribution (positive average effect) to the ranking of the query fragment. This is probably due to the fact that the information for these descriptor sets is already included in the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor ones. Therefore the inclusion of these descriptors increases the number of solutions with formal charges, which are not found in the fragment used as the query. Including the protein atom descriptors (PAD) has a positive contribution (negative average effect) to the ranking of the query fragment. Therefore, these vectors enrich the description of the fragment. It was also observed that the contribution for the volume (V) is greater with one anchor point than with two anchor points, and it has a negative contribution with three anchor points. In the case of solutions with formal charges, which are not found in the fragment used as the query. Including the protein atom descriptors (PAD) has a positive contribution (negative average effect) to the ranking of the query fragment. Therefore, these vectors enrich the description of the fragment. It was also observed that the contribution for the volume (V) is greater with one anchor point than with two anchor points, and it has a negative contribution with three anchor points. In the case
that there is only one anchor point the alignment is only defined by the anchor point itself, and so the inclusion of external volume restriction may be beneficial for the ranking. For the three-anchor-point cases the alignment is defined by the position of the three points, and consequently an external volume may not add anything to the alignment process. The field penalty (FP) and protein filtering (PF) have a different effect depending on the protein–ligand complex under consideration. In the case of the field penalty this may be related to a potential relationship between this factor and the volume and ligand-filtering factors. The protein filtering effect most likely depends on whether or not the water molecules included in the analysis make hydrogen bonds with the query fragment. Most of the combination effects have limited impact on the average effect analysis (data not shown).

To better demonstrate the effect of two of the factors that affect the query fragment description, the ligand and protein filtering are analyzed with an example:

Ligand filtering (LF) effect

This parameter controls the grid points that are submitted to the descriptor calculation for the MIF description of the query. It has two states: in the “off” state, all of the grid points after the cut out process are submitted to the selection algorithm; in the “on” state only those grid points of the same nature as the ligand atom types are selected for the next step. This has a great impact in the case of some fragments under consideration. For example, with 2BAJ, there are hydrophilic grid points that are coincident with atoms that have hydrophobic character (phenyl ring) (Figure 6). In this case if the field is not filtered by the atom type, the query considers that an optimal fragment to substitute the phenyl ring is a polar-interacting group, and consequently the query fragment will be down-ranked. Therefore, it was observed that for the query fragment shown from target 2BAJ, the average ranking position for all search conditions with ligand filtering “on” is 12.3, while with ligand filtering “off” the average ranking position is >40.

Protein filtering (PF)

This filter removes atoms marked as HETATM in the PDB file, thus discarding water molecules and counterions from the computation. The effect of this parameter depends on the interaction of the fragment with these molecules and therefore has to be treated on a case-by-case basis without a general rule. As an example, a query fragment from target 1O2Q is shown in Figure 7 a–c. In the case of using no filtering the water molecules are included, and the query fragment is not found among the first 100 solutions, because the water molecules undergo hydrophilic interactions with an aromatic ring. With filtering, and therefore with the water molecules absent, the query fragment appears in the ranking at position 3. An example for a positive contribution of the water molecules on the ranking of the query fragments is shown in Figure 7 d–f for

Figure 6. Ligand filtering effect on the descriptor and similarity computation: a) an example of a query fragment (A = anchor point); b) MIF computed by GRID using the DRY probe (yellow), N1 (blue), and O (red) inside the 2BAJ binding site; the ligand was extracted to perform the computation.

Figure 7. a) 1O2Q query fragment: interaction in the query fragment regions b) including the water molecule interaction and c) without the water molecule interaction. d) 1SL3 query fragment: interaction with the query fragment regions e) including the water molecule interaction and f) without the water molecule interaction. Red: hydrogen bond acceptor, blue: hydrogen bond donor, yellow: hydrophobic.
the target 1SL3. In this case, the carbonyl group in the query fragment makes a hydrogen bond with a water molecule that is part of a water network that interacts with the protein; inclusion of the water molecules in this case improves the ranking of the query fragment under analysis.

Real scenarios

In addition to the validation process based on the recovery of the query fragment from the database, the nature of the other solutions was analyzed. As an example the query fragment for p38α (2BAJ) was used with the following parameters set: the ligand filtering in the “on” state, the water molecules were included, the charge descriptors were not used, the protein atom descriptors were applied, the volume restriction was set to “on”, and the field penalty was set to 0.1. Therefore, no hydrophobic grid points coincident with the phenyl group in the query were selected (Figure 8). The best solution in this search was a fragment from 1KV1, which is also a p38α inhibitor that has a methyl group instead of the phenyl in this part of the fragment; the rest of the molecule is identical to the query fragment. The query fragment is obtained in the second position of the search analysis, because there is no hydrophobic MIF region from the protein’s perspective coincident with the phenyl ring. This simple example demonstrates that SHOP is able to return alternative solutions that are experimentally valid.

Another interesting example is the result from the search performed using a fragment from an HIV-1 protease inhibitor shown in Figure 9. In this case the search was performed using the same parameters as in the previous example. In the top 10 solutions, four were fragments from an HIV protease (1BV7, 1HXB, 1BWB, and 1ZP8), another two were proteases (2ER9 and 1MQ6), and the other four were from different enzyme classes: glycoamylase 1 (1QIN), protein tyrosine phosphatase (1ECV), acetyltransferase (2I79), and collagenease 3 (2DIN). The two ligands from the crystal structures 2I0D (query fragment) and 1HXB (one of the top 10 solutions) are shown in Figure 9. In Figure 10 the structure of the new compound formed by substitution of the query fragment by this solution optimized in the protein cavity is shown. This example demonstrates that the method was able to substitute a more complex fragment than that of Figure 8 by a different chemotype, yet retaining the same interaction pattern and mimicking the structures obtained from crystallography.

SHOP used with different databases

To demonstrate the potential use of the methodology in a prospective manner, one example of fragment hopping is shown in Table 3 for each protein target used in the validation study. The fragments found in the different databases range from very similar solutions to the query fragment (for example the ligands from 1SL3 and 1XGJ) to very diverse ones. In the first case (1SL3) the solution is almost identical, different by one carbonyl group, although the interaction pattern for both compounds is very similar, which suggests that this carbonyl does not contribute to the ligand–protein interaction. In the second case (1XGJ) the solution has one hydroxy group fewer so that it makes a weaker interaction with a tyrosine residue and with a water molecule in the protein cavity. However, the suggested compound has a stronger interaction with serine 64.

The fragments for the other nine cases are quite different in structure relative to the query, although they typically have similar interaction patterns. In some cases these solutions can be compared with ligands from other crystal structures of the same target. For example in the case of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (1RE8), one high-scoring solution is similar to the corresponding fragment from the ligand in the 1ATP crystal structure for the same target. Another example is β-trypsin (1O2Q), where a high-scoring solution is similar to the corresponding fragment found in the ligand from the 1TX7 crystal structure. Finally, there are other solutions for which we could not find correlation with...
known crystal structures, therefore the proposed structures were only corroborated by the optimization of the compound in the protein cavity.

Conclusions

Many computational methods used in drug discovery can generate new families of compounds with potential biological activity. All of these strategies are based on similarity or scoring methods, comparing a large database of in-house, commercial, or virtual compounds with some template molecule, pharmacophore, or protein structure. Nevertheless, many of the virtual screening approaches totally change the compound structure without keeping any part of the original lead compound. Therefore, these techniques are usually restricted to lead generation or even to a previous stage by selecting compounds from chemical providers to enhance an in-house compound library. We have presented a method that replaces one fragment of a molecule by another, keeping some structural elements of the original molecule, using the structure of the target of interest.

A validation study was performed for 11 relevant targets covering proteases, kinases, and an estrogen receptor; 164 fragments from these targets were used as queries in recovery experiments, with an ad hoc developed database from known crystal structure ligands derived from the PDBbind dataset with one, two, or three anchor points. More than 80% of the fragments with one anchor point were recovered among the first 100 solutions found by this procedure, and this recovery percentage reached 95% when two or three anchor points were used.

A detailed study of six factors that affect the search which are customizable by the user has been performed regarding the recovery of these query fragments. The most significant
Table 3. Search results for each target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SL3</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>A</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1XGJ</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>B</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2BAJ</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>A</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1RE8</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>C</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1O2Q</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>B</td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2IOJ</td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>A</td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AYR</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>B</td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
factor was the ligand filtering, in which the molecular interaction fields that describe the protein are filtered unless they are coincident with corresponding ligand atom types (polar or hydrophobic). Intuitively, filtering the solutions by the volume of the query fragment is also relevant. The field penalty and the protein filtering options have mixed effects depending on the ligand under consideration. In the case of the field penalty this is probably related to a potential relationship between this factor and both the volume and ligand filtering factors. The protein filtering effect most likely depends on whether there are any water molecules included in the analysis that make hydrogen bonds with the query fragment.

To test the technique in a more realistic scenario, one fragment for each of the targets was submitted to a structure-based SHOP analysis using three different databases: a bioisostere database developed from chemically accessible heterocycles, a database developed from known scaffolds used in combinatorial chemistry reviews, and a database derived from commercial building blocks and common chemical reactions. The solutions from these searches ranged from those that were chemically very similar (and less interesting) to the query to those that were chemically very different and more interesting from a medicinal chemistry perspective. In the cases analyzed, the solutions mostly do not represent bioisosteric replacements of the original fragment, as the solutions do not present identical interactions to the queries. This is because the structure-based method is not based on similarity to the query fragment but to the interaction with the protein in the region defined by the query. Conversely, features in the query fragment may contribute to its SHOP description; if these features do not make interactions with the receptor, the fragment will not be scored as highly, which also explains why some of the queries are not found in the top solutions in the validation study.

In summary, we have demonstrated that it is possible to jump from one chemical fragment to other relevant chemotypes, keeping structural elements of the molecule fixed. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1IS0</td>
<td><img src="1IS0.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>A</td>
<td><img src="1IS0_result.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1MQ5</td>
<td><img src="1MQ5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>A</td>
<td><img src="1MQ5_result.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E66</td>
<td><img src="1E66.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>B</td>
<td><img src="1E66_result.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B8O</td>
<td><img src="1B8O.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>C</td>
<td><img src="1B8O_result.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] DB = SHOP database: A, fragments from building block DB; B, fragments from the compendium of scaffolds used in combinatorial chemistry; C, fragments from heterocycles. [b] Energy: interaction energy between the compounds and the amino acids in the binding site; x axis: energy of interaction with the result fragment; y axis: energy of interaction for the original compound.
procedure can be used for reactant selection for focused library design, lead generation, and also lead optimization of compounds during the drug discovery process.
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